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In Reality

� We’ve never worked together. . .

� But many interactions, and Val’s research has had a deep
impact on my development as a researcher
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Summer 2016

� Frustrated about current state of Probabilistic DB systems,
all unmaintained

� Became the maintainer of Christoph Koch’s and Dan
Olteanu’s MayBMS but increasingly harder to maintain,
and even to compile

� Decided to develop a new Probabilistic DB system, with
focus on maintainability of generality: ProvSQL, in the
form of a PostgreSQL extension
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But How to Represent Provenance?
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ProvSQL as of 2024
� PostgreSQL extension, works for all versions of PostgreSQL
> 9:6, tested on Linux, Mac OS (x86/ARM), WSL

� Support for a large subset of SQL: multiset relational
algebra + duplicate elimination + terminal aggregates

� Now scalable (currently experimenting with 10 GB TPC-H
dataset)

� Provenance computation in arbitrary semirings (through
the universal semiring), in arbitrary m-semirings (through
the free m-semiring), in arbitrary semimodules for
aggregate provenance, where-provenance

� Probabilistic query evaluation through Boolean
provenance, with a variety of techniques (esp., through
knowledge compilation)

� Shapley value computation
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Thanks Val!

� for what you taught me through your papers

� for the idea of (algebraic?) elegance as a guiding principle
for research

� for being part of both my PhD and Habilitation committees
� for recommending me for jobs
� for your friendship
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